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Lockheed Martin Launches Smart Grid
Command And Control Software Suite
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Lockheed Martin today launched its Smart Energy Enterprise Suite, or SEEsuite(TM), of advanced grid
management applications to give utilities, system operators and defense customers unprecedented
insight into their enterprise operations and command and control of their smart grid assets.

SEEsuite combines Lockheed Martin's expertise in systems-of-systems integration, service oriented
architectures, cyber security and mission-critical systems development with utility-specific
functionality. SEEsuite helps customers dynamically manage load during times of grid stress or
volatile market prices, integrate and balance load from distributed energy resources, increase
situational awareness for advanced decision making, and deploy and manage 'microgrids' - portions
of the electric grid able to operate independently of the overall grid.

"We are excited to provide utilities and defense customers with improved command and control and
situational awareness of their smart grid assets," said John Mengucci, president of Information
Systems & Global Services-Defense. "We are helping our customers not only make the grid smarter,
but also more reliable, more resilient, more secure and more flexible to meet the growing needs of
our increasingly electricity-based economy."

SEEsuite applications include: SEEload(TM) for Distributed Energy Resource Management,
SEEview(TM) for Smart Grid Situational Awareness and SEEgrid(TM) for Integrated Grid Management.

SEEload enables utilities and system operators to precisely and easily manage demand response
events across an entire distribution network, including individual substations and circuits. SEEload
also manages distributed energy resources including electric vehicles and energy storage devices to
give utilities greater control over peak load and distributed energy resources.

SEEview integrates key operational and business systems to provide customers near real time
situational awareness across generation, transmission, distribution, and customer systems. SEEview
allows utilities' key decision makers to sense and respond quickly to changing market conditions,
grid disturbances, and unplanned changes to their generation mix.

SEEgrid enables utilities to optimize the utilization of distributed energy resources to improve grid
reliability, meet renewable energy and emissions targets, and reduce the cost of delivered
electricity. SEEgrid also allows defense customers to effectively go 'off-grid' for enhanced energy
security during times of natural or man-made disasters.

Lockheed Martin is working to address the nation's energy and climate challenges in the areas of
energy efficiency, energy management, next-generation alternative energy generation and climate
monitoring. The corporation provides a full range of energy solutions to government and regulated
industry customers, including the Department of Energy, Department of Defense, Environmental
Protection Agency, utilities, state and regional energy organizations, and businesses.

Headquartered in Bethesda, MD., Lockheed Martin is a global security company that employs about
140,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, design, development,
manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems, products and services.
The corporation reported 2008 sales of $42.7 billion.

For additional information, visit our website: http://www.lockheedmartin.com/energysolutions
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